Hello, Paxton! Welcome to the world of books. This colorful, personalized keepsake is just for you. In Paxton's Reading Log, your family and friends will be able to record the first 200 books you read and prepare you for a lifetime of reading, achievement, and success. Sprinkled with great advice and inspiration, this memory book will remind you throughout your life of those books and people who inspired you. A note for adults: recording a child's first books creates a mindset of reading—the first steps to a lifetime of learning and growth.

- Peace Forum Volume 3, Nos. 1-8
- Pavel Florenskij. La prima biografia di un grande genio cristiano del XX secolo
- Paule Vezelay/Hans Arp: The Enchantments of Purity
- Peachtree: The Road That Shaped Atlanta
- Pavement Evaluation and Rehabilitation
- Pb Fourways Farm (10 Books) Pack 1
- Paul Frank 18 Oz. Acrylic Travel Cup